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Get Ready For The Virtual
Show
In this Covid-19 year, the 2020 FEDAGA Edinburgh Allotment
Show will be a virtual (on-line) show. Members may submit
entries as photographs of their produce by September 3rd.
The schedule of classes is short, following those used by the
National Vegetable Society (NVS) for its own show, but with a
few minor adjustments.
For a list of the 10 classes open this "virtual" year please click
here. Judging will be by an authorised NVS judge; prizes will
be printed certificates one for each class and one for most
points in all classes combined. There will not be trophies
awarded this year.

Rules
Open to plot-holders of FEDAGA aﬃliated Associations and their
families. You may submit entries to as many classes as you wish but
only one entry per class. Produce must be grown under your own
management in your allotment or garden. Photographs must be colour,
digital, not exceeding 5 MB. Closing date: 3rd September, noon.
Tips
Entries should be well-matched (i.e. uniform, appropriate colour, size
and shape). Take care with photography (lighting, focus, framing). Beets
and carrots should have stalks cut to about 3 inches; onions should
have roots trimmed and top neatly tied with raﬃa or wool; tomatoes
should have 1 inch stalk left on.
For all you need to take part, including the entry form, click here.

Revenge Of The Toxic
Courgette
Courgette growers might be thankful to have stockpiled loo roll during
lockdown as it has emerged that a batch of Mr Fothergill’s zucchini
seeds may contain seeds that will grow into toxic hybrid plants. The
courgettes that grow from these hybrids contain high concentrations of
a natural plant steroid called cucurbitacin E, which is very bitter but also
acts a potent laxative.
A warning about the putative lavatorial impact of these courgettes was
first reported in June on the Brighton and Hove Allotment Federation
website. A lively discussion with frequent interruptions has grown there
ever since. Members eventually worked out that the source of the
dodgy seeds was Mr Fothergill’s. Eventually, the seed company has
posted a recall notice on its website, Twitter and elsewhere:
URGENT PRODUCT RECALL NOTICE: It has come to our attention that
a batch of our Courgette Zucchini seeds, labelled batch code "I", could
contain a small number of seeds that could produce bitter-tasting fruits.
This could be due to unusually high levels of cucurbitacins...

So, if you’re harvesting your courgettes this weekend check your seed
packet batch number before starting that stirfry and don’t eat any
courgette that tastes very bitter.
Interestingly, the toxic eﬀects of cucurbitacin E exists in this family of
plants to protect them from aphids; it acts as a natural insecticide.
However, it may also have medical applications. The compound and its
chemical cousins are being investigated for their anti-inflammatory,
antioxidant, and even anticancer properties. Of course, the
pharmaceutical scientists will have to modify the structure to reduce the
alimentary eﬀects of the compound if it is to be a successful medicinal
drug.
As Kings Seeds products appear to be unaﬀected, this is as good a
time as any to remind FEDAGA members to source their seeds safely
and cheaply through our seed scheme.
With thanks to David Bradley's Science Base blog.

That laxative batch.

FEDAGA is running a "pandemic project" to gather
impressions from plotholders on what your allotment has
meant to you during the pandemic.
This is not part of the Show - as it is not competitive - rather a
vehicle to provide reflective celebration. Already around a
dozen contributions have been received and there is plenty of
time for you to think about and prepare something that will
mark this most unusual and unforgettable year.
For the majority of us our allotment has been a safe haven and
vital resource - as well as a means to feed ourselves. Our
allotment provided us with an opportunity for meaningful
physical exercise in the early weeks of the lockdown. The
gardening process is usually therapeutic and many of us have
been reminded how tending the land is good for general wellbeing. This has been noted by many of our fellow citizens: in
Edinburgh the waiting list for an allotment has shot up by 800.
You are invited to send in whatever you feel conveys your
sense of what your allotment has meant to you this year. This
could be in the form of a photograph, poem, drawing, painting,
short essay, whatever. It is hoped that a booklet might be
produced for the end of the year which will contain all of your
contributions. It will provide a unique way of marking 2020.
Please email your 'Pandemic at your Plot 2020' memories to
yearbook@fedaga.org.uk. Make sure you include your name(s)
and your allotment site so your submission can be attributed
to you. Closing date for submissions is the end of August but
please try to put something together soon - whilst the
memories are fresh.

An allotment in the form of an iced cake.Don't know how we'll get that in a book though.

First Prize: One "FEDAGA
dagger"
From the archives:
Back in the 1950s competition between allotment holders was
so cut-throat that one of the show prizes issued by a
corporate sponsor was this item of ceremonial weaponry.
From those good folks at Steradent, the go-to manufacturer of
denture sterilising and whitening tablets, here is yer actual
FEDAGA Dagger.
You can't help but conclude that one of the most relevant
products for a stereotype 1950s plotholder would be denture
whitener. Things are so much more diﬀerent today, thankfully
(aren't they?).

Coming Soon: Small Grants
Scheme
FEDAGA is finalising the arrangements for a Small Grants
Scheme that will be available to aﬃliated allotment
associations and community gardens. It is intended to enable
associations to run and develop their sites more eﬀectively. It
will be for items of capital expenditure and would be expected
to be accompanied by a degree of match funding raised by
the association's own eﬀorts.
£2000 is being set aside for the first year. Member
associations will be invited to make applications in the
autumn. An example of the type of item that we have in mind
would be the apple press, purchased 5 years ago for the use
of member associations. However, it is equally possible that
successful projects will be for equipment or infrastructure
solely for the use of one site.
Watch out for the launch of this scheme in the coming months.

An example of the type of equipment this grant could make available:
a chipping machine which could speed the composting of woody

Council Sites: Repairs
Restarting
Ian Woolard, the Council's Allotment Oﬃcer, informs us that
contractors are now able to operate again after the lockdown
so he is taking the opportunity to get a few jobs underway.
First up: refelting the Claremont Park and Stenhouse
communal sheds, whindust for potholes in the path at
Stenhouse and a replacement standpipe post for Cambridge
Avenue.
Ongoing fence repairs continue at Warriston after another
vandal attack. This time the miscreants were content to just
cut the fence open. There was no sign of theft or damage to
plots. FEDAGA thanks Ian for his prompt attention to this
incident.

Gardener To Gardener Seed
Appeal
Please donate seeds to support families living in refugee
camps during the Covid-19 crisis. Growing food and flowers at
home gives people purpose and hope, but seeds are in short
supply.
For more information and details on how to help, click here.

Milk Treatment For Mildew
Do your Cucumber, Courgette or Squash leaves look like
this?
Hetty of Inverleith writes: More than 50 years ago, researchers
in Canada discovered that milk sprays could help prevent
powdery mildew on tomato and barley. Then the age of
fungicides began, with no further published research on the
milk cure until 1999. Since then, numerous small studies from
around the world have validated the use of milk sprays on
powdery mildew on a wide range of plants. Most recently, a
spray made of 40% milk and 60% water was as eﬀective as
chemical fungicides in managing powdery mildew of pumpkins
and cucumbers.
Scientists are not exactly sure how milk sprays work, but most
think proteins in the milk interact with sun to create a brief
antiseptic eﬀect. Any fungi present are "burned" into oblivion,
but there is no residual eﬀect after that. In order to be
eﬀective, milk sprays must be used preventively, must be
applied in bright light, and should be repeated every 10 days
or so.
Thanks to the Inverleith Allotments Newsletter for this Handy
Hint.

Last month's transition from the old subscriber list elicited a lot
of interest from non-members with valid reasons for
subscribing, including this from former Midmar plotter-in-chief
Brian Sandell, now living in Auckland. His former friends at
Midmar will be interested to hear how he is getting on...
I enjoy reading of what is happening through FEDAGA
Newsletters. I am pleased to say that life over here is very
enjoyable. I have a lovely new house which I had built for
myself. As far is gardening is concerned, I have 35 metres of
raised beds 600mm high and 400mm deep, which makes
weeding so much easier!
I am now growing Bramley apples and Cox's Orange Pippins,
2 espaliered Pear Trees and a Fig Tree, along with Blackberries
and Gooseberries, and a dual stock Plum tree. I am now
picking lovely Mandarin Clementines, and Meyer Lemons and
Grapefruit.
As for family life, one daughter and her children are close by,
the other lives in Wellington with her family.
Covid-wise, apart from a few hiccups from returning nationals,
we are back to Level 1. However there is now a lot of
unemployment as the country relies heavily on overseas
tourism, but we have to say we are luckier than most other
countries.
As I write, it is a great sunny day with clear blue skies, and
quite cold at 2 C this morning. However we have a drought
here in Auckland and as I am on mains water there are
restrictions on usage, so can not use my irrigation system!
I hope we are going to have a hard winter, to make my Apricot
tree fruit next summer.
With best wishes for a fruitful summer.

Bespoke raised beds in Auckland.

Thanks To Volunteers
Many thanks to those who responded to the recent appeal for
interviewees by a research student. In this case the subject
was a bit "meta" in that it was into diﬀering styles of interview
with allotments merely being an interesting topic to discuss. In
this case the form of the interview was perhaps of more
interest than the content. However, everyone felt it was a
rewarding process and we believe that our help was invaluable
to a research student completing her study.

July Naturewatch
A reminder the Allotment Naturewatch project continues.
Please see the June issue for more details. The man to whom
your observations should be sent to at the end of the month is
Chris McKinnell.

Blowing Our Own Trumpet
Amongst the large amount of feedback we are picking through
following last month's change to the distribution lists we found
some appreciative comments...

▪ I want to be kept
up to date with all
the news from
allotment sites
across the city. I
find it informative
and I enjoy being
part of a bigger
community.
▪ It is full of interesting, useful and uplifting information about
gardening and related topics.
▪ Always an informative
communication.
▪ Interested to read what is happening and any interesting
articles.
▪ I love Edinburgh’s allotments (I did my thesis on the history of
Edinburgh’s allotments in WWI) & like seeing their progress.
▪ Treasure trove of useful info for the active allotment
holder.
▪
The Newsletter is very informative and provides a lot of inspirations
for allotment gardeners.
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